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Creekside burble
FROM THE PRESIDENT

On a hot Australia Day in January
2007, Leanne Trickey and I, set out
on a journey to find the source of Edgars Creek upstream from the waterfall pictured below. We were curious
about the story this gentle, meandering Creek might tell along its course.
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passed large piles of dumped industrial rubbish spilling into the Creek
around Thomastown, an offence for
which the EPA has only recently
made a prosecution.
By the time our passage was
thwarted by a cyclone wire fence
across the Creek where it flows
through the abandoned Epping Waste
Disposal site, we had become deeply
saddened that, in this day and age,
we had discovered a water course

WHY
MEANDERS?
The eroding
bends of gooseneck meanders
through the
lower floodplains
of Edgars Creek
are part of a
natural process.
Apparently,
there are no
other areas along
the urbanised
sections of Merri
and Edgars
Creeks where
this process can
be preserved.

After appreciating the deep creek
valley, sheer Silurian cliff faces and
secluded wooded areas, we were
soon disappointed to find the Creek
above Edwardes Lake did not share
the same qualities.

that was so degraded and so clearly
continued to suffer from neglect and
environmental abuse.

At first we were shocked when we
happened upon the first section of
concrete channelling a short distance
above the recently constructed Edgars Creek Wetlands. We later discovered 55% of the Creek was concreted.

Returning to the lower reaches of
the Creek, we resolved with a small
group of other local residents who
also valued the remaining environmental and recreational qualities of
the Creek reserve, to start the
Friends of Edgars Creek.

Our shock turned to outrage as we

Edgars Creek Waterfall,
North Coburg, January 2007.

Our primary goal was to advocate
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for the protection and enhancement of
those remaining ‘good’, relatively
natural sections of the Creek and to
provide a strong community voice for
the remediation of the ugly and unacceptably degraded areas.
Symbolically, one of our first projects, funded by the Melbourne Water
Community Grants Program, was to
restore a creekline tussock grassland
habitat to the eastern bank of the
Creek below the waterfall, where our
journey began.

Planting site, January 2007

In fact, one of our first actions as a
group, with the help of the Merri Creek
Management Committee, was to help
put a stop to further artificial rock
walling activity of this beautiful area

Temporary
fence
constructed
August 2007

by ill-directed Melbourne Water contractors.
The photo top left shows the Creek
bank as it was in January 2007, covered with a thick carpet of introduced
kikuyu grass.

Preparing the planting site, February 2008

During August 2007, the Friends
commissioned the construction of a
temporary fence along the edge of the
walking track (pictured above) that
runs along the escarpment above the
waterfall. The purpose of the fence
was to help keep foot traffic off the
fragile escarpment face and to contain
planned revegetation works designed
to help slow down the erosion below
the waterfall.
The kikuyu was sprayed by contractors over summer 2008 to prepare the
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site for a planting of indigenous grasses,
rushes and shrubs consistence with a
creekline tussock grassland.
On a hot afternoon in February, a small
group of dedicated Friends brush cut and
cleared the debris from the area (pictured
opposite, bottom left).
During April, the Friends laid rolls of jute
mat over the area, with help from Alex
Darven from the Merri Creek Management
Committee. The jute mat is intended to
suppress weed growth while planted species establish themselves and to protect
the area from erosion while this occurs.
Laying jute mat, April 2008

This activity was the last in the current
series of weed workshops provide to us by
staff from MCMC. These workshops have
taught us about various non-herbicide
based weed management techniques we
can employ to assist our indigenous planting to eventually out-compete the
weeds.
“Sometimes
The photo immediately left illustrates
gardening is just
steps taken to firmly secure the jute mat
to the bank to prevent it washing
away
that simple.”
when the Creek swells after the next
heavy rain. The photo below left shows the
Friends planting grasses into small holes
opened up in the jute.
So the journey of our Creek and our relationship to it continues.

Pegging down jute mat, April 2008

The photograph on the front page, taken
on the morning of the 2007 Australia Day
trek, has become somewhat iconic of this
journey and the vision of the Friends of
Edgars Creek. It pictures a contemplative
man and his dog, regular visitors to the
Creek, taking respite as it flows over a
shelf of exposed Melbourne formation.
Hopefully, the integrity of this regionally
significant geological feature will remain
intact, free from artificial stream modification, for future generations to appreciate.
In the meantime, for the man and his dog,
it is simply a quiet moment, listening to
gentle sound of the waterfall, a treasured
moment ‘away-from-it-all!’
It is our shared value of the Creek, as
both an environment and a place to play,
that has brought us together, as Friends.

Planting grasses into jute, April 2008

Stephen Northey, President
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requests for information about the
“right” plants to put in one’s garden.

Sense of place
FROM THE SECRETARY

“… we love to
wander along
the Creek,
desperately
wanting to
believe the
tiny fish are
actually
tadpoles
waiting to
change and
add their
song to this
place.”

We moved to North Coburg earlier
this year and have taken up secretarial duties with the Friends of Edgars Creek.
We are thrilled to be living so close
to the Creek and love to wander
along its banks identifying birds and
desperately wanting to believe the
tiny fish are actually tadpoles waiting
to change and add their song to this
place.
We enjoy taking visitors along the
cliff next to the former Kodak site,
where we marvel that such a space
could exist so close to the city.

“Sometimes
gardening is just

As secretaries, we are responsible
for taking minutes at the FoEC Committee meetings and receiving correspondence.
Much of the correspondence comes
in email form and is quite diverse in
its content. There are invitations to
events run by likeminded groups and

Edgars Creek looking out from the Silurian
cliff,that
Northsimple.”
Coburg

We look forward to contributing to
FoEC in the coming months as secretaries and worker bees at the regular
group activities held along the Creek.

... a word from Meg

Jo Searle & Craig Hadley,
Secretary(s)

My name is Meg. I moved to Coburg in March. I like the
Creek because the trees are beautiful. I like watching the
fish and picking blackberries, making sure I check carefully for signs that might say the area has been sprayed
for weeds.
A few weeks ago I went to the Creek and planted
grasses with a whole lot of other people. There were
yummy lollies for us to snack on while we were working
hard. We used the Creek’s water to water the plants in.
I think we should have a BIG clean up of the Creek because there is lots of rubbish. My suggestion to keep
weeds down is to pick weeds and give them to your
guinea pigs, rabbits and chooks.
I plan to decorate the Friends of Edgars Creek Notice
Board in the next few months, so check it out.

Meg age 10

Meg planting grasses, April 2008
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Sydney Rd Street Party

Friends of
Edgars Creek
stall at the
Sydney Road
Street Party,
February 2008

Our Friends of Edgars
Creek stall at the 2008
Sydney Road Festival,
shared with the Victorian Indigenous Nurseries
Cooperative
(VINC), was a great
success.
In a fun, festive atmosphere, we chatted
to passers-by about
our Creek and the work
of our group, as well as
finding some time to
‘get-down-and-bogie’
in the Street. Thanks
heaps to Leanne, Beth,
Jan, Kim, Anita and
Ross for tending the
stall. And welcome to
the nine new members
we signed up on the
day.

The Great FoEC Tree Custodian Program

Plant a River Red-gum or Blackwood
On the banks of Edgars Creek

In years so come,
return with your grand children
to picnic under the shade of it’s
graceful canopy.

The Tree Custodian Launch
Sunday 15 June 2008, 1-3pm
Meet at the Edgars Creek
Notice Board
Adjacent to Ronald Street, North
Coburg. Melways Map 18 A9.

Look for the FoEC sign
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Hillcroft Farm to Kodak: a history
The Hillcroft Farm Cottage on
Newlands Road was demolished by Kodak in December
1977.
Edgars Creek in North
Coburg runs through the
old Hillcroft Farm - a dairy
farm
that
encompassed
what became the Kodak
sites but also included
grazing land between Edgars
and
Merri
Creeks
(including the Village DriveIn
site).
Farmer
Alan
McKay, who bought the
farm in 1887, sold it to his
son (also named Alan) in
1927.
Alan McKay’s children were brought up in
Hillcroft Farm Cottage (pictured) that once
stood on the Newlands Road hill with a barn,
milking sheds, cowsheds and dairy where the
Kodak distribution centre now stands. One of
the children (also called Alan McKay) now in
his late 60’s, lives in Kensington. He remembers fondly the early 1950’s as a time of
swimming weekly in Edgars Creek at a spot
near the sand stone cliffs. He remembers a
different land topography at the swimming
spot to the one that stands now, claiming Kodak altered the height of the cliff in preparation for its manufacturing buildings. When the
Newlands Estate was built, Alan remembers
the local residents, (but not fondly!) referring
to Ronald Street as ‘the class enemy’. He says
locals trespassed leaving farm gates open, and
occasionally starting grass fires, making more
work for the farmer.
Alan McKay sold his dairy cattle in 1966 after
truck drivers pressured Council to restrict his
stock access to Newlands Road. The dairy farm
could no longer operate due to the restriction
that meant Alan could not get his cows between grazing land on the Merri Creek (now
the Drive-Ins) and the milking sheds. Alan
tried beef cattle farming instead – grazing
calves and steers for a few years - but sold the
farm to Kodak in December 1977. Kodak had
years earlier purchased the East Side of the
farm near Ronald and Elizabeth Streets and
had been leasing it to Mckay as was the previ-

ous owner’s agreement. Kodak now owned the
land on both sides of Edgars Creek and demolished all farm buildings to make way for its
distribution centre. Alan Mckay says he never
imagined the farm would be slated for a housing estate, believing Kodak would always operate. “But Kodak got caught out he says,” in
relation to the advent of digital photography.
Alan McKay did not hold an interest in farming and did not follow in his father and grandfather’s footsteps. Instead he chose a career in
chemistry.
This article is with thanks to Cassandra
Twomey, Great Granddaughter of Alan McKay.
Cassie’s grandfather Andrew Mckay, (son of
John, brother to Alan) is pictured opposite at
the Merri Creek in Coburg (reported to be at a
bridge near the Village Drive-In). Ray Radford
of Friends of Merri Creek says according to
oral history, John McKay used to plant native
trees along Edgars Creek in the period before
1917. Tragically, he drowned in a boating accident in 1917, aged 28. He owned a
"plantation" in West Preston that was subdivided after his death, known as Hillcroft Estate. The land was between Edgars Creek,
Henty Street, Hillcroft Street and Gilbert Road.
He was supposed to have planted a Poplar
tree, in that region on the Creek. If you know
of a large Poplar in the area please email us.

Article written by Joanna Stanley
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Published in June 2007, this strategy sets out a prioritised work plan
for the next 5 years based on an Index of River Condition (IRC).
Each river and creek is scored according to the waterways water quality, aquatic life, habitat and stability,
vegetation and flow. An importance
ranking is then attributed to each
waterway in order to prioritise works
throughout the Port Phillip and Westernport catchment.
Unfortunately, Edgars Creek is currently assessed as a low priority, in
the context of the value of other rivers and creeks in the region.

Andrew McKay
1902-1985
Third from the
right
Merri Creek
Coburg
Around 1920’s

MEET A STAKEHOLDER

Photo supplied by
Cassandra
Twomey (nee
McKay)

Thanks to the Melbourne Water
Community Grants program, the
Friends of Edgars Creek have been
able to fund significant restoration
works along the Creek. Even this
newsletter is in part produced with a
Melbourne Water Group Promotion
and Development grant.
Since 1999, Melbourne Water has
distributed more than $900,000 in
grants to assist community groups to
improve Melbourne's rivers and creeks and their
surroundings.
In addition to the funded
work of the community,
Melbourne Water invests
more than $26 million a
year in the Healthy Rivers Program, which is a
long-term program of
improvement works for
our rivers and creeks.
In our region, these
works are based on
strategies outlined in the
Port Phillip and Westernport
Regional
River
Health Strategy.

MEANDERS

Importantly, the criteria for prioritising action includes the degree of
public concern about the condition of
the waterway and level of community
support for improvement.
There are other criteria, such as the
difficulty of works to improve a waterways condition, the extent of
downstream benefits and that ever
present ‘return-on-investment’
measure.
However, what these criteria do
show is the significant role our
Friends group plays in showing Melbourne Water that poor creek conditions are unacceptable to the local
community.
As an adjunct to the Port Phillip and
Westernport Regional River Health
Strategy, Melbourne Water has developed individual Waterway Management Activity Plans, which have a
much longer 10-15 year planning horizon. These plans examine individual
reaches of waterways so that sitespecific actions can be identified.
The Merri Creek Waterway Management Activity Plan, which includes
the management of Edgars Creek,
outlines a number of specific, recommended actions along our Creek.
Theses actions will be described in
more depth in a feature issue of Meanders Quarterly.
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Colourful ‘busy-bodies’

New Holland Honeyeaters
FEATURED BIRD

The New Holland Honeyeater Phylidonyris novaehollandiae is a striking
mostly black and white bird, with a
large yellow wing patch and yellow
sides on the tail. They have conspicuously white eyes with a black
centre and a long, black pointed bill.
New Holland Honeyeaters are medium-sized birds around 17-18.5 cm
long. While both sexes are similar in
looks, females are slightly smaller in
size.
Common in heath, forests, woodland and gardens throughout southern Australia, the New Holland
Honeyeater, is rarely still. This may
make it difficult to glimpse the small
white ear patch and the thin white
whisker at the base of the bill.

“Among the
lower areas
of bushes and
thickets, they
flit busily
from flower
to flower, in
search of
nectar.”

Among the lower areas of bushes
and thickets, they flit busily from
flower to flower in search of nectar,
being particularly fond of grevilleas
and banksias. All honeyeaters have a
specialised long tongue to extract
nectar from flowers. The tongue,
which is grooved and fringed, resembles a miniature tubular brush.
Honeyeaters suck the nectar through
their tongue, like drinking through a
straw.
New Holland Honeyeaters typically
forage alone or in pairs and will also
eat small fruit, insects and spiders
for a bit of variety. While they fly erratically from one tasty morsel to another, they chatter constantly with a
loud ‘chik’ sound and a fainter
‘pseet’.
New Holland Honeyeaters are inquisitive and are known to approach
humans. However, the lack of adequate shelter and reliable sources of

“Sometimes
gardening is just

An inquisitive New Holland Honeyeater
Photo by Michael Ju

that simple.”

food provided by a rather sparse
mid-storey vegetation layer found
throughout the Creek reserve means
the New Holland Honeyeater is a far
less frequent visitor than would otherwise be the case.
Our ‘Birds and Bees’ project, scheduled for June this year, seeks to address this issue by planting clusters
of mid-storey shrubs beneath the
existing eucalypt overstorey along a
section of the Creek between the
confluence and the Ronald Street
footbridge. The species for this planting have been selected to provide a
nectar and food resource throughout
the year, as well as sufficient shelter
and nesting sites for small and medium-sized birds like the New Holland Honeyeater.
In exchange for the high-energy
nectar, the New Holland Honeyeater
plays an important role in pollinating
a wide variety of native flowering
shrubs and trees.
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New Holland Honeyeaters will breed
throughout the year, largely dependant on the availability of nectar, with
most activity taking place during
Summer and Winter. The female
builds a cup-shaped nest from bark
and grasses, bound together with
spider web. The nest is placed in a
shrub or tree anywhere from ground
level up to 6 meters high.
Two to three eggs are laid on a soft
lining and take 18 days to hatch.
Both mum and dad feed the chicks
for 16 days or so before the fledglings are ready to leave. Young birds
are browner than adults and have a
grey rather than white eye. The long
breeding season allows a pair of
adults to raise two or three broods in
a single year.

The cup-shaped nest of the New Holland
Honeyeater
© Photo by Australia Museum

Hopefully our plantings along the
Creek, when mature, will create an
abundant, nectar rich habitat for New
Holland Honeyeaters to be as promiscuous as they choose.

Blackwood Acacia Melanoxlyn
FEATURED PLANT

The
Blackwood,
Acacia
melanoxylon is a long lived
upright tree that typically
grows in high rainfall forests, but is capable of withstanding
periods
of
drought. It has a wide distribution, from northern
Queensland to Tasmania
and westward to South
Australia.

“… its straight
or wavy grain
radiates a
natural
lustre.”

Blackwoods
prefer
wet
sclerophyll forests and cool
rainforests, such as the Otway
Ranges in south west Victoria, where
they can tower 45 metres above the
forest floor. Blackwoods found on the
basalt plains north of Melbourne are
more likely found in mixed populations with Lightwoods Acacia implexa, and rarely grow more than
10-12m tall.
The fine grained hard wood of the
Blackwood was valued by Indigenous
peoples for making spear-throwers,
boomerangs, clubs and shields.
The virtues of Blackwood as a tim-

ber were soon discovered by furniture makers, post-colonisation. Not
only is it hard and durable, its
straight or wavy grain also radiates a
natural lustre. The wood is variable
in colour, ranging from light golden
to deep brown, sometimes with a
reddish tint, and occasionally showing black streaks.
It is the characteristic colour of its
timber that gives rise to Blackwood’s
common and scientific name:
Melanoxylon derives from the Greek
‘melanos’ black and ‘xylon’ wood.
While the beautiful dark stripes and
fiddleback pattern often found in the
timber make it prized for cabinet
work, the wood is also said to have
acoustic qualities that make it suitability for violin backs.
The bark of the Blackwood has alleged medicinal qualities. Soaked in
water, the bark apparently soothes
painful joints - just the thing after a
hard day planting down by the
Creek! The inner bark has also been
used to make string.
Blackwoods

have

a

vigorous
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spreading root system which makes
them particularly useful for controlling erosion. They also help improve
soil fertility and can survive for over
100 years.
Above ground, Blackwoods have
dark brown, deeply furrowed bark,
dark grey-green foliage and an elegant symmetrical canopy. Both the
bark and longevity of Blackwoods is
uncharacteristic of other wattles.
Their size, both in terms of height
and canopy width, mean Blackwoods
are more suitable in broad streetscapes, reserves and parks rather
than the confines of urban gardens
or as plantings along narrow streets.
During Winter to Spring, Backwoods are covered with an abundance of pale yellow to cream ballshaped and sweetly fragrant flowers.
Flowers are followed by curving
pods, which split open to shed the
seed. Blackwoods also sucker readily
and often regenerate from seed after
soil disturbance and fire.
Apparently the gum from Blackwoods is edible. Unfortunately, rab-

The abundant pale yellow flower and dark
grey-green leaves of Acacia Melanoxylon
“Sometimes

gardening is just

bits also enjoy browsing the leaves.
Even more surprising is that
the reputed
simple.”
use of Blackwood bark and twigs to
stupefy fish, making them easier to
catch. Why not try ‘busting-thismyth’ on the schools of mosquito fish
next time you’re down by the Creek?

Winning ways for eradicating weeds
Thanks to the lucky streak of our Membership Secretary, Leanne Trickey, the
Friends of Edgars Creek now have a copy
of the authoritative text, Weeds of the
South-East: an identification guide for
Australia written by F.J Richardson et al.
Leanne won her prize at a recent ‘Weeds
and Wine’ night hosted by MCMC. The
evening was a great night to share experiences with other Friends groups working
in the Merri catchment, such as the
Friends of Merri Creek and the Friends of
Wallan Creek, particularly in relation to
volunteer weed management.
Certainly we are grateful to MCMC staff
for the weed workshops provide to us
over the past year, as we are to Leanne
for her winning ways. Go Leanne, you
beauty!
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Upcoming 2008 FoEC Planting Days
May 18
Restoring a creekline
tussock grassland by a
waterfall (340 plants)

co
m
pl

et

ed

“… all sites

June 15
Tree custodian planting of
River Red-gums and
Blackwoods (320 plants)

seek to
improve the
landscape
quality of
regionally or
locally
significant

July 20
Planting along an
exposed Silurian
escarpment (1,170 plants)

geomorphological
features … ”

August 17
Feature planting around a
high visibility area
(305 plants)
September 21
Riparian habitat planting
along a ‘goose-neck’
meander (360 plants)

All planting days are from 1-3pm.
Meet at the Edgars Creek Notice Board
Adjacent to Ronald Street, North Coburg. Melways Map 18 A9.

Look for the FoEC sign.
MEANDERS

The Friends of Edgars Creek is a community group
established in 2007 to help restore and protect
Edgars Creek, the largest tributary of Merri Creek.
OUR MISSION

To help improve the environmental and recreational
quality of Edgars Creek reserve by:

Mail to: C/- Friends of Edgars Creek

•

advocating for the management of this
important waterway as an entire freshwater
ecosystem

•

working with local Councils and Melbourne
Water to ensure any maintenance and
development works deliver a real and direct
benefit to the creek corridor

•

organising and facilitating events for the
community to be involved in restoration works
and environmental educational, and

•

communicating with developers to ensure they
understand how strongly the community values
the creek reserve from both an environmental
and recreational perspective.

17 Boyne Street
NORTH COBURG VIC 3058
Email: edgarscreek@freshwater.net.au
Phone: 03 9350 4212

We’re on the Web!
http://www.freshwater.net.au/foec.htm

Supported by the Melbourne Water and Cities of Darebin, Whittlesea and Moreland Community Grants Programs

Weather Report

FROM THE TREASURER

Apart from a case of a disappearing partition on my computers hard drive that temporaily swallowed the FoEC accounts; like a hapless ship in
Bermuda, all else is going as
planned in relation to the FoEC
finances.
If you have attended one of
the recent planting days you
would have noticed our new
sign, folding table and tea and
coffee facilities, all funded by
support grants we have won.

Send your suggestions to Anita
Email: anita@outwiththenew.com or mail to
17 Boyne Street, North Coburg 3058

Certainly, as the weather
cools down for Winter, the hot
drinks and sweets (as Meg
mentioned on page 4) have
been much appreciated by our
dedicated crew of volunteers.

Anita Morgan,
Treasurer

